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The Mineral resources are valuable wealth of a country. They can provide 
raw materials and power for the economic development ,and they are playing 
irreplaceable roles in the development of economy. But because the impact of 
long-term planned economy, the laws in mineral resources areas have been lags 
behind economic development. "property law" of China has defined the mining 
right as private right, but at the same time it set that mineral resources belongs 
to the state. The conflict of public rights and proprietary draw the system of 
Mineral resources laws into the awkward position. With the trace of the planned 
economy, its reforming pace is very slow. With the development of market 
economy, the existing system of Mineral resources law of our country couldn’t 
adapt to the economic development. This paper tried to resolve the conflict 
between public rights and proprietary with establishing and perfecting the 
mining right paid acquisition system and try to perfect our country's mineral 
resources system, make it be adapt to the economic development of our country. 
This paper is divided into three parts, the first part is an overview of the 
mining right, including the mining right concept, content and Legal Property. 
The second part of the main content is the present situation and disadvantages 
of the law of mining right in China. The third part is the focus of this article, the 
content is orientation and suggestions of the development of the mining right 
system. 
The innovation points of this paper are clearing property rights and make it 
as the starting point and the foothold of this problem. Because the current 
owners of the mineral resources in China is essentially absent , public property 
and mineral resources to cause "tragedy of public". In the field of China mineral 
resources, other phenomenon such as waste and excessive development, 














problem of property rights is to establish mineral resources paid acquisition 
system, so this paper will focus on how to establish mineral resources paid 
acquisition system. 
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